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Author's response to reviews: see over
Dear editor:
Thank you for your comments. We have carefully read these comments and revised manuscript according to them. Here is a point-to-point reply.

1. Please include email addresses for all authors on your title page.
   
   Reply:
   A section including email addresses of all authors has been added in the title page as requested.

2. Please format your abstract according to our guidelines: (http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmccancer/authors/instructions/researcharticle#formatting-abstract).

   Reply:
   The abstract has been revised into a structured form according to the guidelines.

3. You state that your animal study followed guidelines, however, please can you clarify whether your animal studies were approved by an animal ethics committee and provide the full name of the committee in your methods.

   -Please include a clearly titled conclusion section.
   -Please include a 'Competing interests' section between the Conclusions and Authors' contributions.

   Reply:
   A clarification has been included in the Methods-> Animal experiments.
   -A clearly titled “Conclusions” section has been included after the “Discussion”.
   -A “Competing interests” section has been moved from the title page to the middle of the two sections.

4. Please include an Authors' contributions section before the Acknowledgements and Reference list.

   Reply:
   An “Authors’ contributions” section has been included before the Acknowledgements and Reference list.

Thank you very much.

Sincerely yours,

Dr. Hua Xu